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Superannuation, or just "super", as every working individual should know, is used to provide an income stream
when retiring. It's the backstop for years of hard work and is supposed to make retirement easy. It is the
superannuation companies that control the investment of contributed funds and this should not be interfered with
by the Government.

25 May 2021
ALAN HAYES
 
LAST week Liberal Senator Andrew Bragg gave Treasurer Josh Frydenburg some sound advice - to not interfere in how super
funds should be invested.
 
It is refreshing to see Senator Bragg stand up and criticise his government, especially the country's treasurer by offering some
sensible advice.
 
NSW Liberal Senator Andrew Bragg is chairing a senate inquiry into regulation of the crypto asset class.
 
Mr Bragg said if a superannuation fund wanted to invest in crypto currency it could.
 
“As critical as I have been of super funds I am not going to tell them what to invest in,” he said.
 
“We don’t tell banks who to bank with and we don’t tell super funds what to invest in. If people want to do that they can go to
Argentina.”
 
It behooves the Treasurer to heed Senator Bragg’s call.
 
The Government’s Your Super, Your Future legislation (YSYF) would make Josh Frydenberg the Trustee-in-Chief for every super
fund in Australia.
 
It would give Josh Frydenberg Hugo Chavez-style powers that would put Australia’s $3 trillion retirements savings pool under his
personal control.
 
His investment kill switch powers under the YSFY legislation would mean he could cancel any investment he didn’t like, from
windfarms to bitcoin, at the stroke of a pen.
 
So Josh, when you arrive in Argentina, send a postcard.
 
Or, maybe, consider that those Australians who will be looking forward to their super having actually performed for them and drop
your absurd, anti-market plans to tell super funds what they can and can’t invest in.
 
And while Josh Frydenburg is doing the Samba sidestep, Scott Morrison is pushing his perverted vision for Australia - it’s banks
first and customers second.
 
It’s clear his plan to dump responsible lending protections has no friends on the Senate crossbench and no support anywhere
except bank boardrooms.
 
The Federal Government is struggling to win Senate support to dump responsible lending laws, despite reassurance from
National Australia Bank chief executive Ross McEwan that the proposed changes will not lead to more risky bank lending.
 
Yet, despite the Coalition’s attempt to scrap these laws, it now appears that their attempts have been dashed after Pauline
Hanson confirmed she would not support the plan, describing it as against the best interests of millions of Australians.
 
Senator Hanson warned Treasurer Josh Frydenberg against dragging Australia “back to the horror days” when banks called the
shots for households.
 
Scott Morrison must now drop his legislation. It’s time for him to admit that Australians will never fall for his spin that cynically
tried to use the COVID crisis to undermine their rights. And it’s time he kept his promise to follow the recommendations of the
Banking Royal Commission.
 
The Royal Commission’s first recommendation was to keep current responsible lending standards intact.
 
Commissioner Hayne observed in his final report that those standards were a ‘critical legislative step’ in protecting customers
from banking misconduct.
 
And it should be no surprise to Scott Morrison that Australians back the Commissioner. Only Scott Morrison thinks the
Commissioner is wrong.
 
So Scotty and Josh, it is Australians that come first, not your twisted political agenda to support your top-end-of-town mates.

Pack your bags Josh, Buenos Aires and the
Carmen Miranda singers beckon you with a
chorus from 'Down Argentine Way'


